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ELECTION FRAUD IN AMERICA  

 – A NATIONAL DISGRACE 

  CONTINUOUSLY UPDATED 

“Do not say that I am deceiving you today.  The 
fact is that it’s necessary for me to speak before 
you, and therefore sow seeds of confusion in your 
minds.  If a true seer should see what I am doing, 
what a laughing stock I would be in his eyes.  But 
now there is no escape from it.” 
Wu-Men 
Little Zen Calendar 
January 28, 2021 

Click & Sign up for free 
political incorrect Grrrgraphics 

https://grrrgraphics.com/cartoons/
https://grrrgraphics.lt.acemlna.com/Prod/link-tracker?redirectUrl=aHR0cHMlM0ElMkYlMkZncnJyZ3JhcGhpY3MuY29tJTJGZ292ZXJubWVudC10aGUtdGFrZXIlMkY=&a=609734336&account=grrrgraphics.activehosted.com&email=YpwbclH3I6kgDMZa6WIwb3tDBgjqabDYeLm6zpFBqRPDx7HCR22zp
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Abstract 

My mission in this research report is to present enough evidence from the last 2020-2021 election and then 

some to establish beyond a reasonable doubt for a reasonable open minded American that there was substantial 

proof of significant election fraud as to change the outcome. 

I have for the most part, gathered hard evidence from experts who have presented undeniable evidence that 

something happened and it happened very quickly at precise times.   

Fraudulent election and other behavior of too many municipals and states have been well documented.  In this 

2020 – 2021 election hundreds of election witnesses have come forward testifying of  the mishandling of votes, 

ballots not folded, multiple copying of the same pack of votes, truck loads of votes brought in at late night hours 

unsecured, mail in ballots without signatures or using the same signature, suitcases of votes brought out under 

tables in secure municipal vote counting areas after everyone is told to go home, muni vote room windows 

being covered, observers being turned away, strange counts coming out of voting machines, voting official 

swearing under oath they know the Dominion CEO was lying, China funding and hacking of our election 

machines, tens of thousands of ballots “received” the day before they were mailed, courts refusing to hear the 

evidence or the cases because of “lack of standing”, unending examples of nearly paranormal statistical 

aberrations obviously showing vote manipulation go unchallenged and largely unreported by the MSM and Big 

Tech giant social media. 

This report will not only give a reasonable American reasonable doubt, it will give you so many hard cases of 

the 2020 – 2021 American Presidential race election fraud that the villains will start to appear. 
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Absolute Proof 

This is a 2 hour documentary interviewing 9 witnesses re. the 2020 

election fraud hosted by Mike Lindell, Pillow Man/$300 millionaire.  

Those being interviewed are: 

1) Phil Waldron a retired U.S. Army colonel (information warfare), 

2) Russell Ramsland (cyber forensics security Allied Security Ops Group),  

3) Dr. Shiva (4 degrees, inventor, businessman),  

4) Patrick Colbeck (former Republican Michigan Senator),  

5) Melissa Carone (Michigan IT contractor and whistle blower),  

6) Matt DePorno (Michigan Attorney Law Office – www.depernolaw.com )  

7) Mary Fanning (Journalist and Author National Intelligence Research) 

8) Major General Thomas G. McInerney (Army & Air Force Assistant Vice Chief of Staff Hdq U.S. Air Force Wash. D.C. 

9) Terry Turchie (Author & FBI counter terrorism division) 

Some of my notes taken watching “Absolute Proof” 

1) USA has also been changing votes in other countries. 
2) Diebold 2002 version page 2-127 gives instructions for changing votes X times (@ 55 minutes) 
3) Government tells corporations what to do. 
4) The Zuckerberg Effect – funding of election operations prompts litigations 
5) Algorithms are the crime scene. 
6) Slow down in middle of election night. 
7) In 27 hours all votes for Joe Biden, no Trump vote, to unusual 
8) Melissa Carone told her boss there was a problem, boss said “I don’t want to hear you have a problem….” 
9) 7060 votes were flipped from Trump to Biden by the voting machines     
10) Failure to follow proper voting procedures of recording the votes 
11) CEO Dominion was lying  
12) 68% error rate goes to an adjudicated ballot which allows someone else to determine vote. 
13) Machine results don’t match with real votes 
14) Michigan AG threats any attorney who challenges their voting results with disbarment 
15) “Biggest cyber attack on America in history” – Mary Fanning 
16) 2900 muni’s were cyber attacked. (I think is county municipal corporations vs. city muni’ may be wrong?}  
17) The FBI knew our election machines were open for hacking. 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2020-12-13%20Michigan%20Forensics%20Report.pdf
http://www.depernolaw.com/
https://rumble.com/vdr91f-mike-lindell-absolute-proof-exposing-election-fraud.html
https://rumble.com/vdr91f-mike-lindell-absolute-proof-exposing-election-fraud.html
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Security Analysis of the Diebold AccuVote -TS Voting 

Machine – The Feldman Study Princeton University 

Center for information Technology Policy and Dept. of Computer 

Science, Princeton University Woodrow Wilson School of Public and 
International “Affairs, Princeton University. 

Click on title to this 45 page research study 

Abstract 

“This paper presents a fully independent security study of a Diebold AccuVote-TS 
voting machine, including its hardware and software. We obtained the machine from private party. Analysis of the machine, in 
light of real election procedures, shows that it is vulnerable to extremely serious attacks. For example, an attacker who gets 
physical access to a machine or its removable memory card for as little as one minute could install malicious code; malicious code 
on a machine could steal votes undetectably, modifying all records, logs, and counters to be consistent with the fraudulent vote 
count it creates. An attacker could also create malicious code that spreads automatically and silently from machine to machine 
during normal election activities—a voting-machine virus. We have constructed working demonstrations of these attacks in our 
lab. Mitigating these threats will require changes to the voting machine’s hardware and software and the adoption of more rigorous 
election procedures.” 

The Market for Voting Machines Is Broken. This Company Has Thrived in It.  

“Urosevich later left ES&S in the hands of his first hire, his brother Todd, and went to run Global Elections Systems, the voting machine arm of 

Diebold, a major security and financial technology company. 

 

In 2003, Diebold’s CEO caused a controversy when he became a top fundraiser for George W. Bush and promised to help Ohio “deliver its electoral 

votes to the president.” While there is no evidence the CEO actually manipulated his company’s machines to alter the vote in Ohio — it went for 

Bush — the dispute and a host of issues involving the effectiveness of its technology led Diebold to sell off the voting business in 2009. 

 

ES&S purchased many of Global Elections Systems’ machines and contracts, and, as a result, it controlled some 70% of the voting 

technology market at that time. 

 

ES&S and the other two major companies — Dominion, which has about 30% of the market, and Hart InterCivic, which has about 15% — 

have similar business models. Each has a large sales force that pushes its products, services and maintenance help to counties across the country. 

Comparatively little of their workforces are devoted.  

https://www.usenix.org/legacy/event/evt07/tech/full_papers/feldman/feldman.pdf
https://www.propublica.org/article/the-market-for-voting-machines-is-broken-this-company-has-thrived-in-it
https://www.nytimes.com/2003/11/09/business/machine-politics-in-the-digital-age.html
https://www.wired.com/2009/09/diebold-sells/
https://www.reuters.com/article/diebold-idUSN1925508020091219
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4.2 Stealing Votes (Continued from above - Diebold Voting Machine -The Feldman Study) 

“Several of the demonstration attacks that we have implemented involve installing code onto AccuVote-TS machines that 

changes votes so that, for a given race, a favored candidate receives a specified percentage of the votes cast on each affected 

machine. Since any attacks that significantly alter the total number of votes cast can be detected by election officials, our 

demonstration software steals votes at random from other candidates in the same race and gives them to the favored candidate. 

The software switches enough votes to ensure that the favored candidate receives at least the desired percentage of the votes 

cast on each compromised voting machine. 

Election results (i.e., the record of votes cast) are stored in files that can be modified by any program running on the voting 

machine. The primary copy of the election results is stored on the memory card at \StorageCard\CurrentElection\election.brsand 

a backup copy is stored in the machine’s on-board9While Diebold sells special-purpose memory cards for use in the machine, 

we were able to substitute a Compact Flash card (typically used in digital cameras) and a Compact Flash-to-PC Card adapter 

flash memory at \FFX\AccuVote-TS\BallotStation\CurrentElection\election.brs. Our software modifies both of these files. 

Our demonstration vote-stealing software is implemented as a user-space Windows CE application writ-ten in C++ that runs 

alongside Diebold’s Ballot Station application. Since our software runs invisibly in the back-ground, ordinary users of Ballot 

Station would not notice its presence. It is pre-programmed with three parameters hard-coded into the binary: the name of the 

race to rig the name of the candidate who is supposed to win, and the minimum percentage of the vote that that candidate is to 

receive.   

Alternatively, an attacker could create a graphical user interface that allows more immediate, interactive control over how votes 

would be stolen. We have also created a demonstration of this kind of attack. In practice, a real attacker would more likely 

design a vote-stealing program that functioned invisibly, without a user interface.  

Our demonstration vote stealing applications can be generalized to steal votes on behalf of a particular party rather than a fixed 

candidate, to steal votes only in certain elections or only at certain dates or times, to steal votes only or preferentially from 

certain parties or candidates, to steal a fixed fraction of votes rather than trying to ensure a fixed percentage result, to randomize 

the percentage of votes stolen, and so on.  Even if the attacker knows nothing about the candidates or parties, he may know that 

he wants to reduce the influence of voters in certain places. He can do this by creating malicious code that randomly switches a 

percentage of the votes, and installing that code only in those places. Any desired algorithm can be used to determine which 

votes to steal and to which candidate or candidates to transfer the stolen votes.   
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4.2 Stealing Votes (Continued from above - Diebold Voting Machine -The Feldman Study) 

Every time a new memory card is inserted into the machine, our demonstration vote stealing software looks for an election 

definition file on the card located at \Storage Card\CurrentElection\election.edb and, if one is present, determines whether the 

current election contains a race it is supposed to rig. If no such race is found, the software continues to wait. If a target race is 

found, it searches that race for the name of the favored candidate. Upon finding that the preferred candidate is on the ballot, the 

software proceeds to poll the election result files every 15 seconds to see if they have been changed.  

 If the demonstration vote-stealing software successfully opens the result files during one of its polling attempts, it first checks 

the result files’ headers to see whether the machine is in Election mode. If not, the attack software does not change any votes. 

This feature ensures that the software would not be detected during Logic and Accuracy testing, which occurs when the 

machine is in Pre-Election Testing mode. The software could be further enhanced so that it would only change votes during a 

specified period on election day, or so that it would only change votes in the presence or absence of a “secret knock.” A secret 

knock is a distinctive sequence of actions, such as touching certain places on the screen that an attacker executes in order to 

signal malicious software to activate or deactivate itself.  

If the machine is in election mode and the demonstration vote-stealing software successfully opens the result files, then the 

software checks whether any new ballot shave been cast since the last time it polled the files. For each new ballot cast, the 

software determines whether the race being rigged is on that ballot, and if so, determines whether the corresponding result 

record contains a vote for the favored candidate or for an opponent. The software maintains a data structure that keeps track of 

the location of every result record that contains a vote for an opponent of the favored candidate so that it can come back later 

and change some of those records if necessary. Since each result record is only labeled with the ID number of the ballot to 

which it corresponds, the software must look up each record’s ballot ID in the election definition file in order to determine 

which candidates the votes in the record are for. 

Once it has parsed any newly cast ballots, the software switches the minimum number of votes necessary to en-sure that the 

favored candidate gets at least the desired percentage of the vote. The vote-stealing software chooses which votes to switch by 

selecting entries at random from its data structure that tracks votes for the opponents of the favored candidate. After the 

necessary changes have been made to the result files, the software closes the files, resumes the BallotStation process, and 

continues to wait in the background.  

The steps described above are all that is necessary to alter every electronic record of the voters’ intent that an AccuVote-TS 

machine produces. Several of the machines supposed security features do not impede this attack. The so called “protective 

counter,” supposedly an unalterable count of the total number of ballots ever cast on the ma-chine, is irrelevant to this attack 

because the vote-stealing software does not change the vote count. “ 
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Mathematician Says Biden Election Win is A Statistical Impossibility in Georgia. 

 This algorithm allows 1 vote for Trump out of 18 votes, i.e. 1/18 = 5.5555% of the vote. 

 The bars (graph below) show vote counts coming in during Nov. 4
th

 & 5
th

 with the time of day on top. 

 These bars represent different precincts in a county being counted in Georgia as described by Mr. Solomon. 

 See the total vote count on bar 1 (left) as 72 votes counted with Biden receiving 68 and Trump 4. 

 4 Votes/78 Votes = 5.5555% which is exactly what the algorithm was programmed to deliver. 

 This is 11 different time samples from voting records showing all had exactly the same 5.5555% allocation for Trump. 

 This is a statistical impossible event with odds so high against the likelihood they are uncountable. 

 Listen to this 3.5 minute interview to understand and believe this. 

 This is exactly what the Princeton U. study found analyzing the Diebold AccuVote-TS Voting Machine (Pg. 6-7) 

 

 

  

https://www.usenix.org/legacy/event/evt07/tech/full_papers/feldman/feldman.pdf
https://www.banned.video/watch?id=601f45b1186b41284d7a1cee
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Supporting Material  

 Link to https://www.banned.video/ 

o Then enter "election fraud" in search engine. 

 Click on this Michigan witness Mellissa Carone, 

December 2020 testimony below to see one of these 50 

videos. Listen to this testimony to believe what went on 

in part 

re. the 

lies from the Dominion CEO. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 America’s Love Affair with Paperless Voting is Over. Here’s Why 

Voting Technology in U.S. 1980-2016 

https://www.banned.video/
https://www.govtech.com/security/Americas-Love-Affair-with-Paperless-Voting-Is-Over-Heres-Why.html
https://electionlab.mit.edu/research/voting-technology
https://www.banned.video/watch?id=5fdbfa198cce8b08546d37be
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Supporting Material (continued) 

 

 There are 8 Registered Manufactures of Voting Systems 

by the U.S. Election Assistance Commission 

 16 million Americans will vote on hackable paperless 

machines (MIT Technology Review) 

 The battle of Algorithms: Uncovering offensive AI (MIT Technology Review) 

 Election Security in All 50 States 

 Link here For Sidney Powell 3 Page Witness Testimony Smartmatic Voting Machine  (Extract below) 

o “Smartmatic Voting technology which was a pioneer in the transmission of voting data over the 

internet. 

o  Smartmatic created this voting technology in part for President Chavez of Venezuela.  Dominion and 

Smartmatic did business together and this equipment has the same fundamental flaws allowing multiple 

opportunities to corrupt the data masking the process in a way the average person cannot detect any 

fraud or manipulation. 

o The fact that the voting machine displays a voting result that the voter intends and then prints out a 

paper ballot which reflects that change does not matter.   

o It is the software that counts the digitized vote and reports the results.  The software itself is the one 

that changes the information electronically to the result that the operator of the software and vote 

counting system intends to produce that counts. 

o The software itself configures the vote and voting result changing the selection made by the voter. The 

software decides the result regardless of what the voter votes.” 

https://www.eac.gov/voting-equipment/registered-manufacturers
https://www.eac.gov/voting-equipment/registered-manufacturers
https://www.technologyreview.com/2019/08/13/238715/16-million-americans-will-vote-on-hackable-paperless-voting-machines/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2019/08/13/238715/16-million-americans-will-vote-on-hackable-paperless-voting-machines/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/02/05/1017563/the-battle-of-algorithms-uncovering-offensive-ai/
https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/democracy/reports/2018/02/12/446336/election-security-50-states/
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2020-12-02%20Sidney%20%20Powell%203%20Page%20Witness%20Testimony%20Smartmatic%20Voting%20Machi.pdf
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U.S.A. Election Voting Machine Ownership – Part 1 

This table below I put together based on testimony of Mellissa Carone, (pg. 10), Security Analysis of the Diebold AccuVote -

TS Voting Machine – The Feldman Study by the Center for information Technology Policy and Dept. of Computer Science, 

Princeton University (pages 6-8) and 16 years of my life in serious research to awaken myself to this truth.  

 It is obvious that two corporations are controlling the America voting machines. 

 According to new information Dominion acquired ES&S in 2010. 
 ES&S has acquired Diebold under its new name Premier Election Solutions. 

 It is also obvious that the tricks used by one are used by all in some form or fashion. 

 It is also interesting that #7 Unisyn Voting Solutions is a division of a lottery corporation. 
 This thread of evidence suggests the most sacred of America Republic individual independence, 

individual and state sovereignty is not as sacred as we think. 

 The global elite have created a Swamp of the Deep State, transnational & national corporations, lobbies, 
“non-profit” corporations.   

 Your vote is turned into the desired political truth, i.e. a LIE. 

  

https://www.usenix.org/legacy/event/evt07/tech/full_papers/feldman/feldman.pdf
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U.S.A. Election Voting Machine Ownership – Part 2 

 They think they are above the law: the firms that own America’s voting system 

 The companies are privately owned and closely held making information …difficult to obtain. 

 The software and hardware design are kept as trade secrets….difficult to investigate. 

 Market for election vendors is small and competition is fierce resulting in near monopolies. 

 Computing security firms have been raising the red flag on voting machines since punch card disaster of 2000.  

 Mueller’s report and prior indictment of 12 Russian agents confirm they targeted private election vendors. 

 Intel agencies expect more cyber attacks to continue. 

 Federal funding helped spread voting machines in 2003. 

 Computer scientists & academics have been buying voting machines and hacking them to force transparency. 

 Voting machine companies have sent litigation threats to academics researching their machines. 

 Georgia’s governor was overseeing his own election while his Secretary of State appointed an ES&S lobbyist 

as his deputy Chief of Staff while the state is purchasing $150 million more of the machines! 

 There are no technical standards from the US government on voter registration security. 

 Dominion Voting Systems operates in the U.S. and Canada. 

 

 Election Fraud is More Common Than Not 

 American Election Turmoil: NOTHING NEW 

 2020 Election Investigative Documentary: Who’s Stealing America? The Epoch Times 

o Dated December 14, 2020 & Updated January 11, 2021 

o 1 hour and 32 minutes video documentary 

 A Statistics Lesson to Save the Republic by Bruce 

o Voting patterns are consistent across parties. 

o For Republican States the Standard Deviation is 5.4 to 5.7 

o For Democrat States the Standard Deviation is 9.07 to 9.1 

o That is 1.5+ more variability in the Democrat States voting. 

o That amounts to 86.22% chance AGAINST that event happening.  

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/apr/22/us-voting-machine-private-companies-voter-registration
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/AMAC%20ELECTION%20TURMOIL%20H%20ISTORY.pdf
https://www.theepochtimes.com/2020-election-investigation-who-is-stealing-america_3617562.html
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2020-11-14%20A%20Statistics%20Lesson%20to%20save%20the%20Republic%20by%20Bruce.pdf
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Unmasked: Have we uncovered the truth about the 2020 

election? - Part 1 

 Click on the this 16 minute Rumble video  

 

 Key summary of this video follows via image capture. 

 

 

 

https://rumble.com/vdp7df-share-unmasked-have-we-uncovered-the-truth-about-the-2020-election.html
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Unmasked: Have we uncovered the truth about the 2020 election? - Part 2 

  

https://rumble.com/vdp7df-share-unmasked-have-we-uncovered-the-truth-about-the-2020-election.html
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Unmasked: Have we uncovered the truth about the 2020 election? - Part 3 
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Unmasked: Have we uncovered the truth about the 2020 election? - Part 4 
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Unmasked: Have we uncovered the truth about the 2020 election? - Part 5  
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Unmasked: Have we uncovered the truth about the 2020 election? - Part 6 
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Unmasked: Have we uncovered the truth about the 2020 election? - Part 7 
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Unmasked: Have we uncovered the truth about the 2020 election? - Part 8 
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Unmasked: Have we uncovered the truth about the 2020 election? - Part 9 
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Unmasked: Have we uncovered the truth about the 2020 election? - Part 10 
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Unmasked: Have we uncovered the truth about the 2020 election? - Part 11 

 

  

Guess why so many 90 year old Americans registered in 
these Democratic Counties in 2020?  i.e. fraudulent votes 
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Unmasked: Have we uncovered the truth about the 2020 election? - Part 12  

Month – Date – Hour 

NOV 4 6:30AM  

EST 

These extreme updates 
spiking votes occurred in all 
states most obvious in 
Michigan, Wisconsin, & 
Georgia at odd hours. 
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Unmasked: Have we uncovered the truth about the 2020 election? - Part 13 

 Out of 9000 updates this election was decided by ONLY 4 EXTREME UPDATES. 

 See graph below of states where extreme updates took place, i.e. Michigan, Wisconsin, and 

Georgia.  
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Unmasked: Have we uncovered the truth about the 2020 election? - Part 14 

 

“A constantly identical ratio of Biden to Trump votes across time”. 

 Which is theoretically impossible. 

 Florida ratio of votes of Trump to Biden is 100% identical.  

 This pattern shows up in many states. 

 It appears that there is a computer algorithm 

is involved. 

 This is a weighted rate distribution. 

 This is a feature of Diebold Voting Machines. 
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Unmasked: Have we uncovered the truth about the 2020 election? - Part 15 

 

 Here you see one vote comes in and 65.9% is allocated to Biden and 32.3% allocated to Trump. 

 How can one vote go to more than one person? 

 This is the capability of voting machines, e.g. Diebold switching votes. 

 We have shown in above independent research this is very possible to do. 

 Voting machine manufactures say laboratory results would not happen in election controlled areas.   

 I say that is exactly where they are most likely done given the extreme political polarization.   
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 Unmasked: Have we uncovered the truth about the 2020 

election? - Part 16 
 Can you scan a ballot more than once – Yes 

 Ruby a Georgia Elections employee posted on social media “I know for a 

fact that Georgia voted for Trump by the largest numbers and if we 

didn’t do what we did he would have won Georgia”. 

 San Antonio woman arrested on election fraud charges in Texas @ 6:51 

minutes into video.  She admitted she was harvesting ballots for pay. 

 Cyper Security experts under oath signed affidavits testifying that Dominion and Edison Research systems makes 

network connections ….available for scanning @ 7:40 minutes which are unencrypted and easily accessible. 

 Dominion Voter Systems & Edison Research has been accessible and was certainly compromised by rogue actors such as 

Iran and China, See excerpt from video below @8:00.  
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Unmasked: Have we uncovered the truth about the 2020 election? - Part 17 

 July 16, 2018 Dominion Voting Systems (“Dominion Voting”) announces that it has been acquired by its management 

team and Staple Street Capital. 
 The party that paid the money is UBS Securities LLC, a subsidiary of Swiss investment bank UBS. 
 However, a closer look into the New York subsidiary shows that among its board members, who are appointed by 

shareholders, three appear to be Chinese. 
 One of them is Ye Xiang, a Chinese national who also served as a board member of Beijing’s based UBS subsidiary. The 

person worked at the Chinese regime’s central bank, the state-owned Bank of China, as well as the Hong Kong 

government’s financial regulatory agencies. 

 This facilitator of the deal is Chinese vice premier Wang Qishan, who is deemed the most finance-savvy Communist 

official. He was the mayor of Beijing in 2006 when he met with UBS’s then-chairman Marcel Ospel. 
 $400  Million SEC Filing Links Dominion, UBS and China 

 According to Chinese company profiling website Qixin, after the 2020 election, the Beijing UBS’s went through a major 

leadership turnover on November the 30th. 

 In a previous voter fraud lawsuit filed by Sidney Powell, a 
former military intelligence official claims in an affidavit that 
Chinese operatives had access to ‘Dominion Voting Systems’ in 
several key states.

Figure 2Staple Street Capital 

Figure 1UBS Securities LLC 

https://gnews.org/560854/
https://gnews.org/560854/
https://www.ntd.com/400-million-sec-filing-links-dominion-ubs-and-china_536295.html
https://www.ntd.com/400-million-sec-filing-links-dominion-ubs-and-china_536295.html
https://www.ntd.com/400-million-sec-filing-links-dominion-ubs-and-china_536295.html
https://www.ntd.com/400-million-sec-filing-links-dominion-ubs-and-china_536295.html
https://www.ntd.com/400-million-sec-filing-links-dominion-ubs-and-china_536295.html
https://www.ntd.com/400-million-sec-filing-links-dominion-ubs-and-china_536295.html
https://www.ntd.com/400-million-sec-filing-links-dominion-ubs-and-china_536295.html
https://www.ntd.com/400-million-sec-filing-links-dominion-ubs-and-china_536295.html
https://www.ntd.com/400-million-sec-filing-links-dominion-ubs-and-china_536295.html
https://www.ntd.com/400-million-sec-filing-links-dominion-ubs-and-china_536295.html
https://www.ntd.com/400-million-sec-filing-links-dominion-ubs-and-china_536295.html
https://gnews.org/560854/
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Unmasked: Have we uncovered the truth about the 2020 election? - Part 18 
 Election workers deciding votes no audit trail 

 Error rates of 68% vs. guidelines of .0008% 

 All 2020 Logs are Missing 

 All security logs prior to 11:03PM on Nov. 4
th

 2020 are also missing 

 Image ct precinct cars were reprogrammed on Oct. 23 AND Nov. 5ht 

2020 which violates the Help America Vote Act. 

 Massive amounts of unsolicited (people receiving ballots they never 

asked for) mail in ballots. 

 Allowed to vote many days after election deadlines. 

 Signature verification was slacken in many states.  
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Signs Explaining Fraud at a Local Kalispell, Montana Trump Rally January 6, 2021  
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Vote and Election Fraud – Another Deep State & Globalist Tentacle – Part 1 of 4 

 

 Here are a couple examples to make a point of the breadth and depth of the Deep State and Globalism. 

o National Geographic in this link claims voter fraud used to be rampant now it’s an anomaly. (Deny & Defy) 
o National Geographic touts globalism, climate change and water woes, link here to glance -key word search. 

o Vis-à-vis the American transnational corporations have an agenda to cover up & minimize vote and election fraud.  

 As well as American MSM including Fox plus Deep State leaders active in US Intel agencies, etc. 

 MSM is incapable of doing objective journalism of all sides because they have an over lording agenda.  

 

 Here is General Flynn’s observation in an interview with Dave of the X22Report, Episode 2340B 

o He says the Dominion voting machines did not achieve results needed to get the DNC over the top. 

o So they shut down the election count Nov. 4-7 to allow the use of the corrupt mail in ballots. 

o There are at least 200 witnesses some Democrats willing to testify to all of this chicanery. 

o The Dominion system was not designed to thwart landslide elections like Trump had, but to tweak the results.  

 

 The Point is city/county Municipal Corporation’s voter data bases have long been dirty and not kept up to date.  This is 

the foxes counting the chickens.   The municipalities are home to the Deep State and are the epitome of the Swamp to an 

ever increasing degree correlated to the population of the municipality. 

 
 Voting machines are not new suspects to vote manipulation, see below old news. 

o Vote Fraud Expert Warns Of New Hampshire Chicanery – Jan 9, 2008 - Vote fraud expert Bev Harris has warned that New 
Hampshire's electronic voting machines are wide open to fraud and that even modestly skilled computer 
programmers were able to identify key vulnerabilities within ten minutes of assessing them as key Democrat and 
Republican primaries unfold today. 

o Errors Transposing Votes and Diebold Machines Issues – Jan. 9, 2008 - Allegations of vote fraud in New Hampshire’s primary 

are growing. The data from Diebold electronic voting machines is up to 5% points different than the hand-
written ballots that were cast. Sutton Town has now reported an error in transposing votes and an employee of 

LHS Associates, whom counted 81% of the vote, has a criminal record. 

  

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/history/2020/11/voter-fraud-used-to-be-rampant-now-an-anomaly/
https://www.startpage.com/do/dsearch?query=national+geographic+globalism+environmental+extremism&cat=web&pl=ext-ff&language=english&extVersion=1.3.0
https://www.bitchute.com/video/hJgUtguVz1WY/
http://thefreedomfellowship.blogspot.com/2008/01/vote-fraud-expert-warns-of-new_09.html
http://thefreedomfellowship.blogspot.com/2008/01/errors-transposing-votes-and-diebold.html
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Vote and Election Fraud – Part 2 of 4 

 Scanning over a key word search on the internet all the left leaning sites is denying any 

election fraud including the misuse of the voting machines.  

 Amazing that all these sources can be so orchestrated in their “blindness”.   

 This is not random; it is another sign of the global control. 

 Did China Steal The Election? – Dick Morris Lunch Alert 

Firm That Owns Dominion Voting Systems Received $400 Million From Swiss Bank Account Funded by Communist 

Chinese Gov & Companies Before Election.   

 

The overall owners of UBS Securities Co LTD are – 

 - Beijing Guoxiang (33%) 

 - UBS (24.99%) 

 – Guangdong Comm. Group (14.01%) 

 – China Guodian (14%) 

 – COFCO Group (14%) 

 -  The other four owners of UBS Securities are all Communist Chinese front groups. 
 

 Voting FRAUD and Election FRAUD is No Accident! 
 Municipal corporations are intentionally not cleaning up their voting registration data bases 

and intentionally allowing OUR voting system to 

be sold off to foreign machine vendors including 

China. 

 FreedomForAllSeasons has been reporting 

on the dark side of municipal corps for years. 

 
 

 
Credit to The 
Pacification of 
Humanity by 
Emmuel S. John 

Dominion acquired ES&S in 2010. 

ER&S Had Acquired Diebold under Its 

New Name Premier Election Solutions 

https://www.dickmorris.com/did-china-steal-the-election-lunch-alert/?utm_source=dmreports&utm_medium=dmreports&utm_campaign=dmreports
https://www.glocktalk.com/threads/firm-that-owns-dominion-voting-systems-received-400-million-from-swiss-bank.1878855/
https://www.glocktalk.com/threads/firm-that-owns-dominion-voting-systems-received-400-million-from-swiss-bank.1878855/
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromMunicipalCorporations.html
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromMunicipalCorporations.html
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Vote and Election Fraud – Part 3 of 4 

The State of Georgia “vote” recount was not an honest recount of the true and honest votes. 

o Georgia does not do a full hand count. 
o They simply fed the same ballots back into the counting machines again. (Dick Morris) 

o Don’t Let Them Steal Georgia Again. (Dick Morris dated Dec. 2, 2020) 
 US intelligence has the actual vote transactions that went into the Dominion voting machines to compare 

to the votes created at the output. (Anonymous Source) 

 The key states holding this election hostage are controlled by the Republican Houses, Pennsylvania, 
Georgia, Wisconsin, Michigan, and Arizona. 

 
 General Flynn gives the odds on 

President Trump being reelected to the 

2
nd

 term 10 out of 10 = 100%. (pre 

Nov. 7, 2020. 

 So now we know that even 

General Flynn was deceived by the 

globalist and Deep State! 

 

  
1. We need mandatory uniform ENFORCED election standards 

nationwide at all levels, federal, state, city and county municipal 

corporations. 

2. Also we need to move all the election functions to an 

independent bipartisan transparent locally monitored and 

audited business operation. 

3.  The municipals cannot be trusted to count votes which 

ultimately determine their own funding. 

 

 

https://www.dickmorris.com/dont-let-them-steal-georgia-again/?utm_source=dmreports&utm_medium=dmreports&utm_campaign=dmreports
https://ballotpedia.org/Partisan_composition_of_state_legislatures
https://ballotpedia.org/Partisan_composition_of_state_legislatures
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Vote and Election Fraud – Part 4 of 4 

 Facebook Mark Zuckerberg invested tens of millions into Georgia elections to left wing orgs.   

 And this funding worked well for the democrats. 

 Mark Zukerberg’ Funding Impact – Must Read 

 Link here to read below 3 page witness testimony tweeted by Sidney Powell (in PDF format) 
1. In blue states & red states, marginal voting totals are close.  

2. However, in the purple (red/blue) states, i.e. GA, PA, WI, MI, AZ, NV the vote total differences for the blue & red 

parties are huge with the blue party showing unusually high totals indicating ballot stuffing. Dick Morris Lunch Alert 12-4-20 

3. Stunning footage Georgia suitcases filled with ballots after poll 

 workers told to leave. 
4. Texas AG Paxton Files Election Suit Against GA, MI, PA & 

 WI 

 Well that did not work either in hindsight. 
  

https://capitalresearch.org/article/center-for-tech-civic-life/?blm_aid=53179393
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2020-12-02%20Sidney%20%20Powell%203%20Page%20Witness%20Testimony%20Smartmatic%20Voting%20Machi.pdf
https://www.dickmorris.com/the-impact-of-democratic-ballot-stuffing-lunch-alert/?utm_source=dmreports&utm_medium=dmreports&utm_campaign=dmreports
https://therightscoop.com/watch-video-footage-shows-suitcases-filled-with-ballots-emerge-in-georgia-after-poll-workers-told-to-leave-the-room/
https://therightscoop.com/watch-video-footage-shows-suitcases-filled-with-ballots-emerge-in-georgia-after-poll-workers-told-to-leave-the-room/
https://www.newsmax.com/politics/paxton-lawsuit-battleground-states/2020/12/08/id/1000533/
https://www.newsmax.com/politics/paxton-lawsuit-battleground-states/2020/12/08/id/1000533/
https://twitter.com/SidneyPowell1/status/1328495485007646720/photo/4
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Destroying America from Within – Let Me Count the Ways 

 English Not Being Enforced as a Common American Language 
 Borders not being enforced & chain migration allowed  
 Corporations allowed to outsource employment & import illegal labor 
 Wealthy corporations and foundations allowed to connect themselves 

in global networks creating vast global influence laundering lies via: 
 Funding green extreme radicalism targeting the taking of private 

and public resources based on global warming lies. 
 Funding, violence, sanctuary cities, counter culture rioting, 

general breakdown of traditional American society 
 Funding border storming caravans 
 Funding “alternative energy” lies targeting destruction of basic 

natural resources supplying stable power 24 x7. 
 Foreign voting machines connected to the internet manipulating votes 

go unchallenged 

 Widespread panics intentionally timed to loosen strictly controlled 

voting processes go unchallenged 
 American media 6 corporations monopolize misinformation campaigns 

go unchallenged 
 Social media Tech giant corporations monopolize, filter, orchestrate  

misinformation campaigns go unchallenged 
 Corporations shift the tax burden onto American wages, pensions and 

private property go unchallenged 
 Banking interests allowed to create a fiat worthless currency system 

creating massive debt and inflation go unchallenged 
 American education system control is centralized under one federal 

agency and a teachers union to further break American state 

sovereignty and the sovereignty of the individual state Citizen. 
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Dr. Shiva on the Election Fraud – Part 1 

 There are 25 hits on www.bitchute.com using key words “dr. shiva election fraud” 

 Dr. V.A. Shiva Ayyadurai credentials – 4 degrees from MIT, world renowned systems scientist, inventor & entrepreneur, 

Fulbright Scholar, Lemelson MIT Awards Finalist, Westinghouse Science Talent Honors Award recipient, etc. AND he 

ran for the GOP Senate Seat in Massachusetts and unexpectedly lost.  He figured out what happen! 

 Red Alert: Massive Ballot Fraud & Stolen Elections!! 

o Dr. Shiva shows how over 1 million ballots were destroyed in the Massachusetts Republic primary 
making that election null and void. 

o The Secretary of State Key counsel has admitted this but is covering up the truth. 
o There is a history in Massachusetts which is a uniparty state showing the GOP destroying the 

Republican runner up to the Democrat over and over via a designated loser, read this again.  
 Dr. Shiva Live: the REAL Scumbags. Case Study of Massachusetts GOP. The Not So Obvious Establishment  

o MUST VIEW TO UNDERSTAND HOW BOTH PARTIES ARE CROOKED. 

o Dr. Shiva reveals both parties are the same and shows a model how the political swamp games are played. 

o The key words he uses are elections are SELECTIONS NOT ELECTIONS. 

o The SELECTIONS are back room deals by both parties. 

o The parties do not want outsiders to their way of thinking and dealing. 

o Dr. Shiva was a very strong Trump supporter in Massachusetts but was not allowed to debate and ultimately 

not run because he was not a GOP insider. 

o He shows how the Massachusetts GOP committed election fraud all while raising money to stop it. 

o These selected candidates often have no braggable background or skills and just party puppets.   

o It’s all about Pay to Play, who can throw around the biggest bucks to run. 

o GOP makes sure no one else comes up from the grass roots to compete against the GOP chosen candidates. 

o I heard this GOP exclusion when a Montana local Ben Garrison of www.Grrrgraphics.com was invited to the 

Trump White House for a gathering.  All the local Montana Republicans were excited to see one of our 

Montanan’s be invited.  Shortly after, someone also invited to the White House gathering was “offended” by 

his politically incorrect conservative memes.  Ben’s invitation was cancelled by the WH. 

  

https://www.bitchute.com/search/?query=dr.%20shiva%20election%20fraud&kind=video
http://www.bitchute.com/
https://www.bitchute.com/search/?query=dr.%20shiva%20election%20fraud&kind=video
https://vashiva.com/about-va-shiva-ayyadurai/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/1l8iKkDudgs/
https://vashiva.com/dr-shiva-live-the-real-snakes-case-study-of-massachusetts-gop-the-not-so-obvious-establishment/
http://www.grrrgraphics.com/
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Dr. Shiva on the Election Fraud – Part 2 

 In the next 6 pages I have screen captured 25 Dr. Shiva video titles –  

o Just glance at the titles for an idea of preponderance of evidence of election fraud.   
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Dr. Shiva on the Election Fraud – Part 3 
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Dr. Shiva on the Election Fraud – Part 4  
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Dr. Shiva on the Election Fraud – Part 5  
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Dr. Shiva on the Election Fraud – Part 6 
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Dr. Shiva on the Election Fraud – Part 7 
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Election Related Cases Before SCOTUS Dated February 23, 2021 – Part 1 

 Here is a link to The Litigation dated February 23, 2021 before SCOTUS 

o This is 48 pages of some 70 cases listed on the American Bar Association web site. 

o This data changes and appears to be increasing. 

 I get 163 hits using the word “election” and 25 hits using the word “fraud”. 
 We know from the appellate court up to SCOTUS these courts refused to hear election fraud evidence. 

 We now know a heavily conservative court has become crippled. 

 We know that VP Pence became crippled. 

 We know that all of the key swing state Republican controlled Houses became crippled. 

 We know that all the Democrats held together to continually bring Trump down at any cost. 

 We know that too many turn coat Republican’s did not stand up and call election fraud in their state. 

 Many patriots were expecting the U.S. Military to take action; the level of fraud was so obvious. 

 We know MSM media, Big Tech social media, DNC, all Democrats & courts stood together to block election fraud 

challenges without looking at the evidence in many cases.   

 We know the GOP intentionally & repeatedly losses to the DNC in Massachusetts a bicameral state per Dr. Shiva. 

 Does this mean there was no election fraud, absolutely not! 

 This election was beyond a reasonable doubt manipulated especially in swing states & swing candidates. 

 

  

https://www.americanbar.org/groups/public_interest/election_law/litigation/
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Other Examples of Government Fraud  
1) We also know that both Obama & McCain were allowed to run for president and both were ineligible as they were not 

natural born Americans as required by the U.S. Constitution. 

o John McCain was born in Panama by two American parents and is not technically natural born. 

o Gary Kreep, Attorney and United States Justice Foundation filed a brief with the California 3
rd

 Appellate Dist. 

Court of Appeal arguing that CA State elections officials not the U.S. Congress had the duty to verify Mr. 

Obama’s eligibility for the 2008 presidential ballot. Link 

o There were multiple challenges to Barack Obama’s eligibility including Dr. Orly Taitz, Esq. Great Patriot. Link 

o Barack Obama admitted in this video he was born in Kenya. Link 

o I have years of research proving Barack Obama, aka Barry Soetoro is NOT an American Citizen. Link 

o Yet the courts did not intervene then either! How could this happen?   

2) The RNC and the DNC colluded to not fight each other on this point so they could both run two illegitimate presidential 

candidates approved by the globalists and Deep State. 

3) We know that President Carter was stunned he could not pick all his own cabinet. 

4) We know that the so called Federal Reserve is not a federal agency, i.e. it is private central bank cartel. 

5) We know that there is no federal laws requiring you have to pay taxes on your wages or pensions. 

o Special IRS Agent Joe Bannister proved this in court, he pays no taxes. 

o This sets precedence for every wage earner, why is this not enforced. 

o If no federal laws require taxing wages & pensions there can be no state laws as state constitutions are 

subordinate to the U.S. Constitution. 

6)  We know that the 16
th

 Amendment was not legally passed and is fraudulent. 

o Bill Benson and M. J. Red Beckman proven this also beyond a reasonable doubt in their two volumes of 

research, “The Law That Never Was”, Volume 1 and 2. Here is 17 years of research corroborating this. Link 

7) We know that the 14
th

 and 17
th

 Amendments were also fraudulent. 

8) I know that the two State of Washington constitutions are fraudulent. Link 

9) Why don’t the high courts’ enforce the founding and fundamental laws? 

10)  The reason why is the courts are part of the problem, they go along to get along. 

11) We have learned this over and over throughout history however, we cannot fathom this! 

12) The body of the government is terminally ill and THEIR cancer is contagious by their actions.    

13) All Presidents have been bought off by the cabal except Eisenhower, Reagan and Trump! 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/Obamanations/2010-06-05%20USJF%20Discovers%20History%20of%20Presidential.pdf
http://www.orlytaitzesq.com/
https://www.youtube.com/v/MwhKuunp8D8?version=3&feature=player_detailpage
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromObamanations.htm
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromALLTaxes.htm
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromTheStateofWashingtonCONstitutionThatNeverWas.htm
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Election Ballot Fraud versus Security Fraud 

 

I did a paper in graduate school at Montana State University, 

12/11/ 1970 titled “A Report On Corporation Wealth, Power And 

Corruption. This was an elective course I had to take to fulfill 

graduate requirements for a MS in IE & Business. Link 

 

 How does this tie into election fraud, let’s count the ways. 

o 1.6% of the population in 1962 held 32% of the personal 

sector assets, essentially most bonds and stocks. (Pg 1) 

o 40% of the largest corporations were controlled by one 

family or a number of families. 

o Another 30% of the corporations were controlled by one 

or more other corporations. 

o In a 1968 study by the SEC of 679 security services, 100% were found violating some security code. (p.6) 

o In a hand drawn chart on pg. 7, Fig. A, also shown right corner, during the 1950’s there was an exponential rise of 

injunctions and criminal convictions by the U.S. SEC against the securities industry. 

o See the infractions decrease after corporations were forced to register their securities early 1960’s, Pg. 7, Fig. A. 

o  Fig. B shows the exponential rise of security registrations in the late 1950’s and 1960’s. 

o “Stock manipulators keep up with the times”, Mr. Pollack, Director of Trading and Markets for the SEC.  

o You can read all about how the manipulation is done in this old report of mine, quite intriguing. 

o 98% of the prison population was the lowest socio-economic class, less than 2% were upper class. 

 We have long known there is extreme concentration of ownership of corporations and their securities. 

 The second point is the SEC found a very high level of fraud up to 100% in that industry.  

 The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (now over 4000 employees)  was created following the stock market 

crash in the 1920’s to protect investors and the national banking system per Wikipedia.   

o Think primarily the banks and the super wealthy families that pressured $$$$ Congress 

o Mere voters would never get this respect and action. 

 Even then, white collar crimes are rarely imprisoned relative to blue collar. 

  

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/One%20World%20Government/A%20Report%20on%20Corporations%20Wealth,%20Power%20amd%20Corruption.pdf
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Questions comparing security fraud in the USA to election ballot fraud 

 

 Does the history of financial market instability, fraud & damage compare to the history of election fraud? 
 Should election ballot fraud be prosecuted as strongly as security fraud? 

 Should a ballot be considered a security? 

 Should public city & county municipal corporations be privatized into cooperatives? 
 And should their officers be held liable for their actions like private corporations? 

  Should an independent ballot and election agency like the Federal Reserve be formed to enforce the states 

own election standards?  
 Should state’s governor & ATG be prosecuted for influence peddling in their own election processes? 

 Should all voters be required to register to be allowed to vote as if they were dealing with securities? 

 Should all voters be also required to present photo ID as if they were cashing a bond, stock or check? 
  Should all voters be also required to present themselves in person to do this official business? 

 Should all voting machinery especially those which count votes like Diebold and Dominion be prohibited 

in any national, state or city and county municipal corporation election? 
 Should election fraud be further defined as any election which cannot produce the full trail of the vote to 

the original signed ballot? 

 Should new laws be written and old ones revised increasing penalties of election fraud equal to or greater 
than securities fraud? 

  Should all existing election laws be reviewed in all states with the mission to standardize the 

transparency, process, security and enforcement of the American election process and ballot? 
 Can the states and their city and county municipals be trusted to accomplish such a mission? 

 Can the federal government be trusted to accomplish this mission? 

 Can an independent state appointed team be trusted to accomplish this mission? 
 Can America afford to risk a revolution by not seriously stepping up to reforming our election process? 

 The Antifa and BLM terror created along with the MSM lies were designed to create a revolution IF 

President Trump WAS elected. 
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The Brotherhood of Darkness 

 In July 2011, I released the following 74 slide presentation.  
 Read it, print it out, send it out, teach it too your children - Link yellow block below.  
 If you speak the truth today you can be charged for a federal crime by those who do not wish 

to debate it because when the truth can be suppressed or not debated the political correct 

“truth” can be forced over a free Republic faster and easier than most can imagine. 
 This is where we are at today, living a lie created by Globalism and the Deep State with 50% 

of Americans supporting! 
 This dynamic duo profit from controlling the narrative via media, election process, tax taking, 

over regulating, subsidizing, wars, debt, et al and then denying and defying it all. 

 

 

 

  

“Some of the biggest 

men in the United 

States, in the field of 

commerce and 

manufacture are 

afraid of something.  

They know that there 

is a power 

somewhere so 

organized, so 

complete, and so 

pervasive, that they 

had better not speak 

above their breath 

when they speak in 

condemnation of it”. 

President Woodrow 

Wilson 

A conspiracy may be a continuing one; actors may drop out, and others drop in; the details of operation 
may change from time to time; the members need not know each other or the part played by others; a 
member need not know all the details of the plan or the operations; he must, however, know the 
purpose of the conspiracy and agree to become a party to a plan to effectuate that purpose. Craig v. U. 
S., C.C.A.Cal., 81 F.2d 816, 822. 
There are a number of federal statutes prohibiting specific types of conspiracy. See, e.g., 18 U.S.C.A. § 
37l. See also Chain conspiracy; Co-conspirator's rule; Combination in restraint of trade; Confederacy; 
Seditious conspiracy; Wharton Rule. Chain conspiracy.  
Blacks Law Dictionary, 6th Edition 1990 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/Brotherhood of Darkness - Revised 11-22-2020 New Background.pdf
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Quotes From The Brotherhood of Darkness Applicable to the 2020-21 Election Fraud 

 “I believe that if the people of this nation fully understood 

what Congress {and all the states, counties & cities} has 

done to them over the last 49 years, they would move on 

Washington, they would not wait for an election….It adds 

up to a preconceived plan to destroy the economic and 

social independence of the United States.”  

George W. Malone, U.S. Senator (Nevada), speaking before 

congress in 1957 {FreedomForAllSeasons note} 

“On July 16, 1996 the 

Senate Committee on 

governmental Affairs held 

hearings considering a bill 

to require Congress to 

specify for each new law 

which section of the 

Constitution gives {them} 

authority to pass the law.  

Sen. Glenn [D-OH] spoke 

out strongly against this 

requirement stating, “Why 

if we had to do that we 

could not pass most of 

the laws we enact 

here.”He stated that the 

Clean Water Act, 

Endangered Species Act, 

the Americans with 

Disabilities Act and others 

could never have been 

passed if Congress had to 

find authority for them in 

the constitution.” Glenn 

declared “Americans just 

want us to solve 

America’s problems of 

health and safety and not 

be concerned if they can 

be constitutionally 

justified.”   

Sen. Glenn [D-OH] 

 

“I am a most 

unhappy man; I have 

unwittingly ruined 

my country.  A great 

industrial nation is 

controlled by its 

system of credit.  

Our system of credit 

is concentrated.  The 

growth of the nation, 

therefore, and all our 

activities are in the 

hands of a few men.  

We have come to be 

one of the worst 

ruled, one of the 

most completely 

controlled and 

dominated 

governments in the 

civilized world.  No 

longer a government 

by free opinion, no 

longer a government 

by conviction and the 

vote of the majority, 

but a government by 

the opinion and 

duress of a small 

groups of dominant 

men.” 

President Woodrow 

Wilson  

“This system of 

false definitions, 

false assumptions, 

and fraud and 

usurpation 

generally, runs 

through all the 

operations of our 

governments, 

State and national. 

There is nothing 

genuine, nothing 

real, nothing true, 

nothing honest, to 

be found in any of 

them. They all 

proceed upon the 

principle, that 

governments have 

all power and the 

people no rights.” 

Lysander Spooner 

"The high office of the 

President has been used 

to foment a plot to 

destroy the Americans 

freedom and before I 

leave office I must 

inform the Citizen of his 

plight." 

President John F. 

Kennedy (10 days 

before he was 

murdered) 
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https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/America-ARepublicEnslavedWithLiesFinal.pdf
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https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/America-ARepublicEnslavedWithLiesFinal.pdf
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Monkeys Can Be Trained To Suppress Their Own Kind Just Like Humans   
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Rats Pass On Their Learning to the Next Generation – 

Human Election Processes and American Borders Not So Much 
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States with House, Senate, Governor Controlled By Same Party 

 Red = 23 States 

 Blue = 15 

 Split =12 

 Total = 50 

  

https://ballotpedia.org/State_government_trifectas
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U.S. President Executive Orders History to Current - Part 1 

 See summary of stats next page. 

 Additional backup data showing which parties use Executive Orders the most. 

  

Click on graph to link to full view 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2021-01-31 President Executive Orders.pdf
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U.S. President Executive Orders History to 

Current - Part 2 

 

This table of Executive Order history shows: 

1) The Republicans have issued 40.4% of ALL EO’s. 

2) The Democrats have issued 59.6% of ALL EO’s. 

3) The Republicans have issued 255 EO’s Avg./Admin. 

4) The Democrats have issued 553 EO’s Avg./Admin. 

5) The Democrats have issued 54% more EO’s per 

Administration over the last 232 years during their 

17 administrations than the Republicans.  

6) Executive Orders are one man’s law for their term 

without debate. 

  

  

Click on table to link 
to full view 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2021-01-31 President Executive Orders.pdf
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Estimate of Voting & Election Fraud History  

 I did these two graphs below by muscle testing. 

 This an age old technique allowing your body/guides to move a yes or no answer to a question you pose. 

 This technique is also described in a book The Emotion Code by Dr. Bradley Nelson 

 

  

https://www.amazon.com/Emotion-Code-Emotions-Abundant-Happiness/dp/1250214505/ref=sr_1_2?crid=37DN5KCAT2GYF&dchild=1&keywords=the+emotion+code+by+bradley+nelson&qid=1612650312&sprefix=the+emotion+code%2Caps%2C223&sr=8-2
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Jack’s Comments  

 
1) If there is only one ballot or one employee or one machine in any of the 3,141 country municipal corporations that is 

suspected or known fraudulent, then that election should be called off until the problem is fixed whether it is a local, state 
or national election.  
 

2) Can you imagine in a classroom of say 3,141 students if all of them were caught cheating at least once in a 4 year 
undergraduate program what the impact on the reputation of the college/university and the students would reflect.  
 

3) ‘We the People” now have “no vote that counts”, “no consent of the govern”, no constitutional vetting of all legislation, 
no off limits to the tax taking of our labor, i.e. wages and pensions and private property and no security on our borders. 
This is call globalism via the Deep State for profit and power. 
 

4) No candidate at any level, whether municipal, state or federal should be elected until that candidate swears under the 
penalty of death they will secure the election systems and their respective borders.   
 

5) No elections should be held anywhere in the USA where municipal corporation employee(s) block transparency of our 
elections. As we discover the last elections, swing states will defend their own fraud if it suits them.  
 

6) If there are any state or federal elections which hinge on only one problematic city or county municipal corporation, then 
that state or federal election should be shut down and a new election held after the problem is investigated thoroughly and 
solved.  Elections results must be accurate beyond a reasonable 
doubt.  

 
7) Any systems engineer knows how to design self checking 

feedback systems to catch errors. This is designed in all of our 
electronics, electrical and power systems. This self checking is 
largely invisible to the consumer yet without this security our 
communications, transportation, power, manufacturing and 
computing industries would not function. 
 

8) Yet we allow massive lack of security of our elections and open 
and close our borders at the whim of political administrations!  
 

9) Making municipal election systems error and fraud free is like 
having the sense to install modern security applications in 
computers and mobiles constantly updated to hacking threats.  
 

10) As you can see in the State of Washington RCW the people of 
the state do not yield their sovereignty to agencies which serve 
them. However, no state respects Citizen Sovereignty, votes or 
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border security as these are political tools 
of power to themselves. 

A Montana Patriot Letter to  

Senator Tester (D) re. 

U.S. H.B. 1 –  

The bill is insane desperation of the left to 

destroy our borders and our honest election 

system and totally unconstitutional. How 

can such garbage even be brought up for a 

vote?  Thank you Brenda for exposing the 

takings! 
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Montana Election Fraud  

 A River of Doubt Runs Through Mail Voting in Montana – Real Clear Investigations 

 Voter Fraud in Missoula Getting National Attention – At Leass5t 5% or votes Fraudulently Cast 

 CPA Patty Lovaas wages campaign against Missoula elections office State & Regional –missoulian.com  

 At Real Clear Investigations: Mail-in Vote Fraud in Montana – Crime Prevention Research Center 

 Dr. John Lott has an investigative piece on mail-in vote fraud in Montana. Some of the relevant 

documents are available at the end of this post. MISSOULA COUNTY, Mont. — A mountainous, 2,600-

square-mile region with a population of approximately 119,600 does not seem like your prototypical 

setting for machine politics. Yet a recent audit of mail-in ballots cast there found irregularities 

 Subscribe to Crime Prevention Research Center 

 Democrats 2020: Dark Money, Voter Fraud & Industry Dominance 

 Was the 2020 Election Stolen from President Trump Survey? 

 

93.4% 

5.1% 

1.4% 

https://www.realclearinvestigations.com/articles/2021/03/24/a_river_of_doubt_runs_through_mail_voting_in_big_sky_country_769321.html
https://montanadailygazette.com/2021/03/25/voter-fraud-in-missoula-getting-national-attention-at-least-5-of-votes-fraudulently-cast/
https://missoulian.com/news/state-and-regional/cpa-patty-lovaas-wages-campaign-against-missoula-elections-office/article_00f0bb46-7b9a-11e1-b1ec-0019bb2963f4.html
https://crimeresearch.org/2021/03/at-real-clear-investigations-mail-in-vote-fraud-in-montana/
https://crimeresearch.org/
https://patriotssoapbox.com/editors-picks/democrats-2020-dark-money-voter-fraud-industry-dominance/
https://www.americanpolling.org/survey/surveyec05e4c/survey1stats.html
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Mike Lindell The Voice of Free Speech – Absolute Interference - My Notes. 

 Check out www.frankspeech.com shown live April 19 through 21 on this platform 

 About the FRANK PLATFORM 

 The Absolute Proof Series regarding election fraud 

 2995 American counties were attacked by China during the 2020-2021 Presidential elections of a total 3143 counties. 

 Cyber digital prints confirmed China interference in our election. 

 Modem cards found fixed to circuit boards of voting machines 

 150 million views of Absolute Proof documentary video. 

 Vimeo, YouTube and Facebook take down documentary. 

 ES&S and Dominion remote code execution discovered. 

 Manufactures and politicians declare voting equipment is not connected to the internet. 

 2016 Russian cyber attack, Iran, China and other foreign country interference proven. 

 21 states hacked in2018 elections. 

 Rapid foreign cyber interference. 

 Democrats concerned about voting machine vulnerability in 2020. 

 USA has known this since 2016. 

 Verified connections with China gives absolute proof of illegal incursions to 150 Secretary of State Offices owned by 

TCL Chinese companies. 

 IP addresses are verified to USA battleground states from foreign addresses.  

 Most massive cyber attack in history on our electon system in history led by the CCP of China.  

  It only took 2 years to take down Venezuela. 

 This is a global agenda using the same model. 

 Unrestricted warfare doctrine of the Chinese Communist Party writings of General Sun Tzu to win without fighting.   

 China Communist Party plan in hundreds of years in strategy so you do not see their takings. 

 This attack took place in early hours of November 4, 2020. 

  

http://www.frankspeech.com/
https://www.frankspeech.com/about-frank
https://www.frankspeech.com/tv/series/absolute-proof-series
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Mike Lindell The Voice of Free Speech – Absolute Interference - My Notes 

 

 See the pattern of Population, Voter Registration versus Ballots counted in the above two graphs. 

1) The blue line is the population by age in Hamilton County Ohio from real data from the US Census. 

2) The black line is “registered voters” in that county showing nearly everyone registered. 

3)  ISN’T THAT ODD? WAIT A MINUTE THAT CANNOT BE TRUE!   

 Most of the time only 70 to 80 % of a local county voters register!  

 This pattern of voter registration appears to be machine generated as it is too correlated to the population. 

4) This is the work of Dr. Douglas E. Frank shown in the Mike Lindell 3 day series covering the second documentary 

exposing additional evidence proving foreign interference in the U.S. 2020-2021 elections. 

5) He found this same pattern over and over in other states. His work is still in process. 

6) From what I understand being said here is that this has been going on since at least 2008.  

7) At 40:40 Minutes/seconds into this documentary you can listen to how Dr. Frank discovered the machine algorithm 

manipulating one election of one Congress women in Pennsylvania.  

 

https://www.frankspeech.com/
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Mike Lindell The Voice of Free Speech – Absolute Interference - My Notes 

 

 

1.  Trump wins Michigan election nights –  

 Polling locations in Detroit shut down at 2AM 

2. Ballot counters told to go home – Voting station windows covered. 

3.  Dominion Exec shows up in Detroit polling station after midnight 

4. Trump’s election lead disappears – Biden ”INJECTION” appears. 
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Mike Lindell The Voice of Free Speech – Absolute Interference - My Notes  
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Mike Lindell The Voice of Free Speech – Absolute Interference - My Notes 
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Mike Lindell The Voice of Free Speech – Absolute Interference - My Notes 
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Mike Lindell The Voice of Free Speech – Absolute Interference - My Notes 
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Mike Lindell The Voice of Free Speech – Absolute Interference - My Notes 
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Mike Lindell The Voice of Free Speech – Absolute Interference - My Notes 

 Data tabled below is the summery of a government expert witness appearing on Mike Lindell 3 day series. 

 The first two rows are the vote totals reported for each state after the foreign interference vote switching. 

 The middle yellow row is the votes switched from Trump to Biden.  

 The last two rows are the real vote totals by state not reported. 
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Mike Lindell The Voice of Free Speech – Absolute Interference - My Notes 

 

 The top graph showing 518,617 total votes switched in 5 states with 19 foreign intrusions. 

 The lower bar chart shows the total votes switched in 5 states for these 19 foreign intrusions only. 

 This government expert stated 2995 counties in 50 states were intruded.  
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Mike Lindell The Voice of Free Speech – Absolute  

 LOCATIONS TARGETED BY THE FOREIGN INTRUSIONS OF THE 2020 USA ELECTIONS 

 This frame shows the foreign intrusion data targets by latitude, longitude, State, County, network used, 

intrusion type, and success of the intrusion, result caused and the number of votes the intrusion drove took 

from Trump.  
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Mike Lindell The Voice of Free Speech – Absolute Interference - My Notes 

 LOCATIONS TARGETED BY FOREIGN INTRUSIONS OF THE 2020 USA ELECTIONS 

 Each line of this data log presented by the government expert cyber witness shows one of the 19 total 

foreign intrusions he recorded in real time and translated into a readable result.   
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Mike Lindell The Voice of Free Speech – Absolute Interference - My Notes 

 SOURCES OF THE 19 FOREIGN INTRUSIONS INTO THE USA 2020 ELECTIONS. 

 See the source countries of the 19 intrusions are from China, S. Korea, India, Iran, Brazil and Germany. 
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Mike Lindell The Voice of Free Speech – Absolute Interference - My Notes 

 These are two outline charts of the level of certification and workforce categories and the areas this 

government cyber expert specializes in. (Pages 68 to 73) 

 His voice was filtered and his picture was pixelated so he was not recognizable. 
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Maricopa County Judge denies Democrat's request to stop the election audit. The audit continues! 

 Why would the Democrats not want the truth of the marginal states to be recounted and made public? 

 This costly act of denial alone tells all to support this research. 

 

Here Is the Evidence – Web Site Showing and Gathering the 2020 Presidential Election Irregularities 

 Click on the title or image below and check out your own state. 

 

  

https://www.wnd.com/2021/04/judge-smacks-dems-attempt-stop-2020-election-vote-recount/
https://hereistheevidence.com/
https://hereistheevidence.com/
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 Judicial Watch – Records Show Iowa State 

Coordinated with Big Tech to Censor Election 

 

 Swiss Billionaire Pumps $208 Million Into Left Wing 

Groups that Help Democrats Win Elections  

 

 Voter Fraud Probes Don't Happen Overnight 

o Investigations into election and voter fraud 

were crammed into just weeks after the presidential 

election, but the months following will ultimately bring forward "overwhelming evidence" of 

fraud and criminality, according to former NYPD Commissioner Bernie Kerik to Newsmax. 

o Must read and watch this interview. 

o "Two to three thousand sworn affidavits from people who witnessed criminal conduit in these 

voting polls in Georgia, Michigan, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, Nevada, and elsewhere…"  

 

 Vote by Mail: The Unintended Consequences - Must read 4 pages. 

o "…with pre-paid postage (meaning there's no date stamp on the envelope) who will prevent 

cheaters from printing and mailing ballots after Election Day?" 

 

 

https://myjw.pr.judicialwatch.org/wta/link.php?AGENCY=jw&M=4302239&N=53588&L=22818&F=H&drurl=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuanVkaWNpYWx3YXRjaC5vcmcvcHJlc3MtcmVsZWFzZXMvYmlnLXRlY2gtaW93YS1vZmZpY2lhbHMvP3V0bV9zb3VyY2U9ZGVwbG95ZXImdXRtX21lZGl1bT1lbWFpbCZ1dG1fY2FtcGFpZ249dGl
https://myjw.pr.judicialwatch.org/wta/link.php?AGENCY=jw&M=4302239&N=53588&L=22818&F=H&drurl=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuanVkaWNpYWx3YXRjaC5vcmcvcHJlc3MtcmVsZWFzZXMvYmlnLXRlY2gtaW93YS1vZmZpY2lhbHMvP3V0bV9zb3VyY2U9ZGVwbG95ZXImdXRtX21lZGl1bT1lbWFpbCZ1dG1fY2FtcGFpZ249dGl
https://www.dailywire.com/news/swiss-billionaire-pumps-208-million-into-left-wing-groups-that-help-democrats-win-elections-nyt-report?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=benshapiro&fbclid=IwAR116wq37cHELvZz-AqZsuqm5BIyldSIdlvqa5_S-f-ULkYSfOI
https://www.dailywire.com/news/swiss-billionaire-pumps-208-million-into-left-wing-groups-that-help-democrats-win-elections-nyt-report?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=benshapiro&fbclid=IwAR116wq37cHELvZz-AqZsuqm5BIyldSIdlvqa5_S-f-ULkYSfOI
https://www.newsmax.com/newsmax-tv/bernie-kerik-voter-fraud-election/2021/06/07/id/1024228/
https://newsmaxtv.com/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/10/vote-by-mail-the-unintended-consequences/
https://myjw.pr.judicialwatch.org/wta/link.php?AGENCY=jw&M=4302239&N=53588&L=22818&F=H&drurl=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuanVkaWNpYWx3YXRjaC5vcmcvcHJlc3MtcmVsZWFzZXMvYmlnLXRlY2gtaW93YS1vZmZpY2lhbHMvP3V0bV9zb3VyY2U9ZGVwbG95ZXImdXRtX21lZGl1bT1lbWFpbCZ1dG1fY2FtcGFpZ249dGl
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USA Agencies Controlled by the Deep State 

 The Deep State is real. 

 A high level of federal, state, top county and city elements remain in 
office through elections or are replaced with another Deep State agent. 

 President Jimmy Carter found this out to his surprise during his term 
1977 – 1981 and stated so publically. 
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 Arizona investigation Confirms Systematic Fraud – Trump Clear Winner 

 An election is being audited – the reaction to this is key 

 Project Veritas takes on the lying MSM 

 Voting by mail and absentee voting - MIT Election Data Science Lab 

o Do you see a problem in the chart below? 

o The party that won does not and everyone else does.   

Blue Line is traditional 
voting in person at poll 

Green LIne is Mail in 
(Think phantom voters) & 
Absentee Voters 

https://www.infowars.com/posts/friday-live-dems-freaking-out-over-arizona-audit/
https://www.wnd.com/2021/05/election-audited-reaction-key/?utm_source=Email&utm_medium=wnd-brief&utm_campaign=dailypm&utm_content=brief&ats_es=%5B-MD5-%5D
https://www.projectveritas.com/
https://electionlab.mit.edu/research/voting-mail-and-absentee-voting
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 A Statistics Lesson to Save the Republic re. Voting Pattern Spread 

o Voting patterns are consistent across parties. 

o The data spread should be as tight to each side of either Republican or Democrat. 

 Jack Letter to Montana State Secretary of State re. Election Voting Machines 

o All voting machines in Montana must be pulled from the county and city municipalities. 

o All voting equipment is vulnerable including tabulating machines in Lake County Montana.  

 Jack Letter Responding to Montana Representative French re. Election Fraud 

o No the courts did not decide the election was legal. 

 CEO Mike Lindell breaks down how Supreme Court will rule 2020 Election fraud (MUST SEE) 

o This 2020 election fraud impacted more than just the Presidential level. 

o SCOTUS VOTED 7 TO 2 TO NOT LOOK AT THE 2020 ELECTION FRAUD CASE.  

o End of July 2021 Mike Lindell will serve the U.S. Supreme Court a Quo warranto  

Quo warranto. In old English practice, a writ in the nature of a writ of right for the king,  
against him who claimed or usurped any office, franchise, or liberty, to inquire by what authority he supported 
his claim, in order to determine the right. It lay also in case of non-user, or long neglect of a franchise, or 
misuser or abuse of it; being a writ commanding the defendant to show by what warrant he exercises such a 
franchise, having never had any grant of it, or having forfeited it by neglect or abuse. 3 Bl.Comm. 262. 
A common law writ designed to test whether a person exercising power is legally entitled to do so. An extraordinary 
proceeding, prerogative in nature, addressed to preventing a continued exercise of authority unlawfully 
asserted. Johnson v. Manhattan Ry. Co., N.Y., 289 U.S. 479, 53 S.Ct. 721, 77 L.Ed. 1331. It is intended to 
prevent exercise of powers that are not conferred by law, and is not ordinarily available to regulate the  
manner of exercising such powers. An ancient prerogative right through which the state acts to protect itself and the good of public generally 
through its chosen agents as provided by its Constitution and laws, though sometimes it is brought at instance of 
and for benefit of a private individual who may have a special interest. Lewis v. Drake, Tex.App., 641 S.W.2d 
392, 394. Legal action · whereby legality of exercise of powers by municipal corporation may be placed in issue. 
People ex rel. City of Des Plaines v. Village of Mount Prospect, 29 Ill.App.3d 807, 331 N.E.2d 373, 377. 
In the law of corporations, quo warranto may be used to test whether a corporation was validly organized or 
whether it has power to engage in the business in which it is involved. The federal rules are applicable to proceedings for quo 
warranto " to the extent that the practice in such proceedings is not set forth in statutes of the United States 
and has heretofore conformed to the practice in civil actions." Fed.R. Civil P. 81(a)(2). Any remedy that 
could have been obtained under the historic writ of quo warranto may be obtained by a civil action of that 
nature. U. S. v. Nussbaum, D.C.Cal., 306 F.Supp. 66.  

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2020-11-14%20A%20Statistics%20Lesson%20to%20save%20the%20Republic%20by%20Bruce.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2021-04-21JackLetttertoMontanaStateSecretaryofStatere%20ElectionVotingMachines.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2021-06-11%20Jack%20Letter%20Responding%20to%20MT%20Representative%20French%20re.%20Election%20Fraud.pdf
https://www.infowars.com/posts/mike-lindell-the-supreme-court-will-rule-the-2020-election-a-fraud-9-0/
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Click here to 
view 2 Hour 

Video 

Click below to see what is happening in Maricopa County beyond fiction 

https://grrrgraphics.com/
https://danhappel.com/maricopa-county-arizona-audit-election-fraud/
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Government Launders Censorship Though Twitter to Silence Political Speech Silently 

 Governments across the world silencing free speech through Big Tech (19 minutes to see the big picture) 

 Created in Massachusetts by State officials, Twitter Legal and a National organization architected at Harvard University. 

 Political forces have a backroom channel into Twitter, i.e. they can tell Twitter what to do. 

 Dr. Shiva lawsuit is the tip of the spear that government launders censorship through Twitter. (12:20 Minutes/19:04) 

 Government silences free speech through Twitter silently. 

 This is a Technology Infrastructure that allows government to have a pipeline to Twitter (Trusted Twitter Partnership).  

 Go to https://vashiva.com/first-amendment-twitter-galvin-lawsuit/  

 Look at the players in the Royalty MOSSAD cartoon figure, i.e. same ole government team! 

  

https://vashiva.com/elites-in-us-india-launder-censorship-from-boston-to-bombay-thru-bigtech/
https://vashiva.com/first-amendment-twitter-galvin-lawsuit/
https://vashiva.com/elites-in-us-india-launder-censorship-from-boston-to-bombay-thru-bigtech/
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"Bill Barr, I Didn't See Any Voter Fraud!" 

 Bill Barr, I Didn't See Any Voter Fraud! 

 

Bill Barr didn’t see the ballot fraud around him because he refused to look for it and now he says it never 

existed! The Deep State Swamp promised Barr that he would become a ‘rising star’ in the Republican 

party if he thwarted Trump. 

Backstabber Barr tarnished his own Attorney General star by doing so. 

Barr belongs in the Swamp along with the rest of the RINOs who readily and eagerly backstabbed the 

president. 

—Ben Garrison 

 Support Ben - www.grrrgraphics.com  

 

  

https://grrrgraphics.com/bill-barr-i-didnt-see-voter-fraud/?vgo_ee=YpwbclH3I6kgDMZa6WIwb3tDBgjqabDYeLm6zpFBqRPDx7HCR22zp8cjrz5ZyNpB
http://www.grrrgraphics.com/
https://grrrgraphics.com/bill-barr-i-didnt-see-voter-fraud/?vgo_ee=YpwbclH3I6kgDMZa6WIwb3tDBgjqabDYeLm6zpFBqRPDx7HCR22zp8cjrz5ZyNpB
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Trump Unloads On Biden Over Pennsylvania Trip ‘To Stop the Forensic Audit 

Donald Trump released a statement about Joe Biden’s plans to visit Pennsylvania just before Republicans appear poised to 
launch an audit of the 2020 presidential election. 

“Joe Biden is going to Pennsylvania today in a rush in order to stop the Forensic Audit that the Pennsylvania Republican Senate 
is in the process of doing. Philadelphia was a cesspool of corruption, which will soon be revealed by the audit,” Trump said in 
the statement. 

“Why are they so concerned that a President, who never goes anywhere, would hop onto beautiful Air Force One and head to 
Philadelphia if it were an honest election? Why not let the audit go forward and make everybody, on both sides, happy? The 
results will be the results,” he added. 

“But they know it was not an honest election, Philadelphia was one of the most corrupt cities in the Country — and so it 
Detroit, and so is Milwaukee, and so is Atlanta, and Pittsburgh, and Oakland, and Baltimore,” he said. “Corruption has gone on 
for years, but in the 2020 Presidential Election Scam, with the mail-in ballots and the use of Covid to cheat, corruption reached 
new levels.” 

“Remember the poll watchers being thrown out, the windows being sealed so nobody could look in, the ballot drops, and all 
of the other events that took place that changed so rapidly the Big Trump Win on election night,” he said.  

Trump added, “Joe should say go forward with this, with all of these audits. His visit is a joke. He doesn’t need to visit, all he 
needs to do is let them do an audit and find out what happened. Who knows, maybe they’ll say the election was on the up 
and up, but many people would be shocked.” 

“Let the audit go forward like it is in Arizona, despite 107 Democrat lawyers trying to stop it and failing,” he said.  

Trump concluded by saying, “Let the Forensic Audit go, Joe. Don’t fight it. Show them how honest it was.”  

What Do You Have to Hide, Joe? pic.twitter.com/C9qtsGCeNi 

  

https://conservativebrief.com/lambastes-trip-45131/
https://t.co/C9qtsGCeNi
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Montana Audit Sign The Petition 

 Demand Full Forensic Audit of Missoula County and All Montana 

Counties 2020 General election Results. 

 Click on title link to sign. 

 Zukerberg funded 30 of the 56 Montana Counties. 

 46,000 Excess Votes over the Voters Registered. 

  

www.grrrgraphics.com 

https://www.gopetition.com/petitions/demand-full-audit-of-missoula-county-2020-election.html
https://grrrgraphics.lt.acemlna.com/Prod/link-tracker?redirectUrl=aHR0cHMlM0ElMkYlMkZncnJyZ3JhcGhpY3MuY29tJTJGcHJvZHVjdCUyRm5peG9uLWJpZGVuLW9yaWdpbmFsLWFydC1jb2xsZWN0b3JzLWl0ZW0lMkY=&a=609734336&account=grrrgraphics.activehosted.com&email=YpwbclH3I6kgD
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Link to Read Jack's Letter to Missoula Montana Representative French 

 The courts only ruled on 3% of the election cases evidence. 
 The courts did decide on 87% of the election cases evidence. 
 The courts went both ways on 10% of the case evidence. 

 

 Link here to check out this new web site and analysis of SCOTUS 

 

How the Ballot Box Becomes a Weapon 

"By 1992, there were more people working for government than for manufacturing 

companies in the private sector. There are more citizens receiving government checks 

than there are paying income taxes. When it is possible for people to vote on issues 

involving the transfer to themselves from others, the ballot box becomes a weapon 

whereby the majority plunders the minority. That is the point of no return. It is a 

doomsday mechanism."  

"The Creature From Jekyll Island", pg. 534-535, Edward Griffin 

  

  

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2021-06-14%20Jack%20Email%20Letter%20to%20Montana%20Representative%20French%20Missoula.pdf
https://www.empiricalscotus.com/
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromALLTaxes.htm
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Colorado confirms serious voting systems breach 

 A "serious breach" of one county's voting operations has been reported, and is being 

investigated, according to a report from Colorado Newsline. 

 

Mike Lindell's Cyber Symposium August 10, 11 & 12 

 Dr. Douglas G. Frank - physicist, chemist and mathematician  

 Analyzing The 2020 Election 

o 58 minute video proving the election was absolutely stolen.  

 Dr. Frank: 2020 Election Data Research reveals Troubling Patterns 

o  "Frank said that, based on his calculations, he estimated a significant percentage of the votes cast 

in the 2020 election were actually “phantom votes.” Phantom votes, he said, are legally invalid 

ballots because they are attributed to people who, for example, died before the election, have 

moved out of state, already voted, are convicted felons, are underage or who say they did not 

actually vote. To corroborate his estimate, he assembled a team of canvassers who went door to 

door in Pennsylvania with a randomly selected list of people who supposedly (according to election 

results) cast a ballot in the 2020 election. The canvassers found, according to Frank, not about 20% 

as he initially believed, but over 30% of the ballots cast were from phantom voters." 
 Dr. Douglas G Frank: Audit The Vote PA  

https://www.wnd.com/2021/08/colorado-confirms-serious-voting-systems-breach/?utm_source=Email&utm_medium=wnd-brief&utm_campaign=dailypm&utm_content=brief&ats_es=3fb9c48106ef4c2b03f7cce260c5c81d
https://coloradonewsline.com/briefs/serious-breach-of-voting-security-at-center-of-investigation-of-mesa-county-clerks-office/
https://home.frankspeech.com/
https://truthandliberty.net/episode/dr-douglas-g-frank-on-analyzing-the-2020-election/
https://www.einnews.com/pr_news/542874813/dr-frank-2020-election-data-research-reveals-troubling-patterns
https://wwdbam.com/episodes/dr-douglas-g-frank-audit-the-vote-pa-members-jamie-sheffield-karen-taylor-and-toni-shuppe-larry-klayman-of-freedom-watch/
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South Dakota Governor Kristi Noem Bottomline 

 "The blue state, big city politicians went into lockson for months with no discernable difference in 

COVID-19 places that remained open for business.  Except now after crashing ther economies; they 

have their hand out and are seeking a bailout from Washington.  I'm proud of the fact that South Dakota 

is the only stte in America that never ordered a single business or church to close." 

 

 A monthslong investigation into 2020 presidential vote found that Democrat-run cities and states used 

the COVID-19 crisis to change the rules that likely helped Joe Biden’s ascent to the White House. 

 Dr.Shiva at Mike Lindell’s Cyber Symposium reveals how BigTech is really GOVERNMENT Tech 

 Guess What Arizona Discovery Finds Legal Ballots ID Printer it Comes From Illegal do NOT. 

o AZ Maricopa County Board of Supervisors are begging court for mercy. 

o Link title or picture below to read the truth. 

  

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/exclusive-report-confirms-2020-cheating-rnc-deploys-year-round-election-integrity-unit
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/exclusive-report-confirms-2020-cheating-rnc-deploys-year-round-election-integrity-unit
https://vashiva.com/dr-shiva-at-mike-lindells-cyber-symposium-reveals-how-bigtech-is-really-government-tech/
https://uafreport.com/daniel/panicked-democrats-make-last-ditch-effort-to-avoid-subpoenas-to-turn-over-election-materials/
https://uafreport.com/daniel/panicked-democrats-make-last-ditch-effort-to-avoid-subpoenas-to-turn-over-election-materials/
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Jack Venrick 

Rollins, Montana 

www.freedomforallseasons.org  

jacksranch@freedomforallseasons.org  

Pioneer Family of Montana - Early Settlers 

Pioneer Family of Nebraska 

Pioneer Family of Wisconsin 

The Boeing Company 

30 Years Service - Retired 

Montana State University 

B.S. Electrical Engineering 

M.S. Applied Science - 

M.S. Business Administration 

M.S. Industrial Engineering 
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